CANADIAN PUBLIC SERVICE
INNOVATION:

LESSONS IN
DRIVING
INNOVATION
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Now more than ever, public
sector organizations
recognize the need for
innovation.
Accenture surveyed 2,030 C-level leaders of public sector organizations
across the world, including 50 Canadian government Executives, to
understand innovative practices and response to change.
The opportunity for evolving is real. Even before COVID-19, the majority of
public sector organizations expected to be disrupted over the next 3 years.
Things that were once aspirational, remote working or telemedicine, are
now essential with operations effectively shifting to remote overnight.
Maintaining the status quo is no longer an option.
Driving forces continue to increase, including increasing citizen
expectations, technology advancements and changing regulations.
With >80% believing they have sufficient investment capacity for
transformation, the commitment to innovate has never been clearer.
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Yet for the majority of public sector
organizations, innovation is far from
prevalent.
67.5%

of all global

respondents agree or strongly
agree that “we have pockets
of successful innovation, but
innovation is not pervasive
throughout the organization.”

Government organizations
that resist transformation—
or who fail to pursue it
thoughtfully—are becoming
less equipped to deliver
economic and social value
to citizens.
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On the other hand, the leading 4.2% of
public sector organizations are
delivering and embracing
transformation.
We call them innovation drivers.

4
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CANADA’S INNOVATION EVOLUTION
YESTERDAY
Canada was once among the
top of the most innovative
governments…

2001

#1

TODAY
But today, Canada lags behind
Innovation Drivers in generating
outcomes. Innovation Drivers are nearly
2x as likely as Canadian PS organizations
to have greatly improved the ability to
meet KPI’s; more than 2x as likely to
have greatly improved citizens services;
as well as 2x as likely to have influenced
positive economic outcomes.
2019

Innovation Leader
among 22 countries
surveyed.
Likely driven by Canada’s
Government On-Line initiative
which sought to make the
Canadian government “the most
connected to its citizens.”

#9

Innovative Government
among 13 countries
surveyed.
Reflects a similar drop in ranking
across multiple Innovation
Indexes over last two decades*

Source: Accenture, April 2001. eGovernment Leadership. Rhetoric vs. Reality-Closing the Gap and current study
*Includes the Bloomberg Innovation Index, the Conference Board of Canada’s Innovation Index and INSEAD/WIPO’s Global Innovation Index
** Survey of Approval of National Response to COVID-19 in 14 Advanced Economies. Pew Research Center, August, 2020.

TOMORROW
Canada has adapted and
risen to the toughest
challenges through COVID19. Now it’s time to capitalize
on and build upon that
innovation progress. Canada
is poised to rejoin the ranks
of Innovation Drivers.

Rising to the challenge
again.
While many other countries have
struggled in response to COVID-19.
Canada’s response was among the
best and citizens believed strongly in
a job well done.**
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LESSONS FROM THE DRIVERS
Good innovation is the key to overcoming new challenges, reversing the trend in innovation standing and reestablishing Canada amongst the top innovation drivers.
LESSON

01
LESSON

02
LESSON

03

EMBRACE
AMBITIOUS
CHANGE

INVEST
WISELY

PRIORITIZE
COLLABORATION

Innovation Drivers…

Canadian Governments…

Recognize the extent of transformation
necessary to create better value for our
public servants and the citizens they
serve.

Anticipated and responded to disruption less
than Innovation drivers and global peers over
the past 3 years.

Get the basics right—invest in and develop
adequate technology infrastructure (e.g.
cloud migration) so that new technology
adoption can be easily obtained and scaled.

Can balance legacy with the ‘New’. While a
large number of Canadian organizations are
focused on realizing value from new and
legacy systems simultaneously, many are still
struggling with developing adequate
technology infrastructure and governing
innovation in a way that fosters that balance.

Redefine operating models and the
approach to governing innovation in a way
that is both efficient and fosters a balance
between old and new.
Foster ecosystem partnerships to drive
innovation. (e.g. R&D in collaboration with
partners, crowdsourcing ideas externally,
and piloting new services with users).

Can build capacity to innovate for outcomes. While
Canadian organizations are pursuing research and
development to a large extent, greater priority can be
placed on levers and investments necessary to
engage ecosystems to come together to ideate, build
and delivery new outcomes.
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LESSON

EMBRACE
AMBITIOUS
CHANGE

01

INNOVATION DRIVERS
DEMONSTRATE A
STRONG ABILITY TO
SENSE, REACT, AND
ADAPT TO DISRUPTION
AND RISING DEMAND
FOR SERVICES.
Canadian government leaders on
average were 8% behind global
peers (And 19% behind innovation
drivers) in anticipating disruption.

Furthermore, there is a
disconnect between citizens and
government leaders around the
disruption stemming from
experience expectations.

FIGURE 1:
To what extent do you expect your organization to be disrupted by the
following in the next 3 year…
Changing and increasing citizen
expectations for more
personalized, digitized services:

57%
50%
Innovation
Drivers

Canada

Pace and change of technology
advancement:

58%
46%
Innovation
Drivers

Canada

60%
25%

of Canadian government leaders
feel they have improved
performance over the last 3 years

vs

of Canadian citizens feel that they
receive high quality services
and experience efficient
interaction with government
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BECOME AN
INNOVATION
DRIVER
To embrace ambitious change…

MOVE beyond traditional strategic planning. Instead, reimagine
your organization’s relevance when faced with disruptive forces.

DEPLOY analytics and other advanced techniques to
proactively model and respond to these forces.

IDENTIFY bold change priorities—such as creating nimble
workforces that are better equipped to move from one challenge
to the next.

BECOME more citizen-centric by offering tailored and
personalized services that anticipate citizen preferences and even
allow at times for co-creation alongside citizens.

PILOT organizational models that take inspiration from, among
others, Government as a Platform, the sharing economy, and
digital innovation-as-a-service.

RESHAPE procurement policies to make contracting easier,
more transparent and responsive to evolving needs.
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LESSON

02

INNOVATION DRIVERS STRIKE THE RIGHT BALANCE BETWEEN
DELIVERING ESSENTIAL SERVICES, WHILE INNOVATING IN
PROMISING NEW DIRECTIONS.
Canadian government departments and agencies were 6% more likely than global peers—and
16% more likely than innovation drivers—to be prioritizing investment in core and legacy systems.
Canadian organizations estimated that while they outspend peers on improving effectiveness of
their core services, they are behind on investments in new technology and transformation of
legacy systems.
FIGURE 2:

INVEST
WISELY

Investing in core/legacy and new models/systems in a balanced manner
Prioritizing investment required to scale new models/systems at speed
Prioritizing investment required to protect core/legacy models or systems

80%

60%

20%

24%
16%

Innovation Drivers

Canada
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BECOME AN
INNOVATION
DRIVER
To invest wisely…

PACE change initiatives at a speed appropriate to ensure
necessary funding, commitments and talent.

STRATEGICALLY BALANCE investments between the
‘New’ and old models and systems.

CONFIDENTLY ADDRESS

digitization of services

MOVE away from automatic renewal of programs without
evaluation.
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LESSON

PRIORITIZE
COLLABORATION

03

INNOVATION DRIVERS ARE SAVVY AT TAPPING INTO ECOSYSTEMS,
TO FUEL THEIR INNOVATION PIPELINES.
Drivers collaborate with other public and private sector organizations, tapping into successful
new models and ideas. They are more likely than their peers to prioritize: research and
development with partners (+14%); innovation centers (+22%); and promoting ideas on external
platforms (+20%). Canadian organizations can place greater importance on pursuing strategic
partnerships—especially outside of government—and terminating specific services/capabilities
which could both support new services and innovation.
How important are collaborative partnerships outside
the bounds of government…

Ecosystem catalysts like Innovative Superclusters, Innovation
Fund, and the Accelerated Growth Service help identify and foster
innovation.
https://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/080.nsf/eng/home

67%
56%
Innovation
Drivers

Canada

Invest Ottawa (Canada) established a connected and autonomous
vehicle (CAV) testing environment to drive investment, business
growth and innovation. The facilities provide a testing ground for
autonomous vehicle and connected city technologies. It’s the first
of its kind in North America to accelerate the safe deployment of
driverless vehicles.
https://www.investottawa.ca/blog/invest-ottawa-and-strategic-partners-launch-the-first-cavtesting-ground-of-its-kind-in-north-america/
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BECOME AN
INNOVATION
DRIVER
To prioritize collaboration…

DEVELOP ecosystem partnerships to drive innovation forward,
including the use of accelerators and incubators.

DEVELOP in-house innovation labs and studios to test and
scale innovations.

EXPLORE public-private partnerships and other cost-sharing
structures to fund innovation.

HIRE AND PROMOTE individuals with diverse perspectives,
skills, and backgrounds—including those who demonstrate an
aptitude for innovative ideas.

CREATE an internal ecosystem with a flexible workforce,
leveraging crowdsourcing and on-demand skills, to improve
access to talent.
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CITIZEN INSIGHTS
• Up the trust factor The new social contract is
based in trust—a willingness for people to change their
behaviors for the benefit of public health and the greater
good. Maintain citizen trust by continuing to improve
outreach, increasing transparency, and being a data steward.

• Accelerate on personalized digital
services Identify ways to continuously innovate on

“There is a realization within the
Canadian government that it needs to
change. The ambition is to be faster,
provide a better experience, and drive
higher levels of satisfaction among
citizens and businesses that deal with
the government.”

digital service delivery that enhances the citizen experience
and demonstrates an ease of doing business with government.

• Show technology value Develop a strong
model that captures and measures the value of government
technology innovation. Leverage this to show connections as
to how new technology is improving government efficiencies,
service quality and citizen satisfaction.

• Sustain support 88% of Canadian citizens feel that
the country has handled COVID-19 well which is well above the
global average of 71%. Sustain this through ongoing programs
and technology innovations to define our new future.

– IDC. Citizen First: Canadian Government Executive Perspectives
and Priorities for 2019
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FORGING AHEAD

So what is to stop Canadian organizations
from returning to the ranks of innovation
drivers? Nothing.
Almost 90% of Canadian organizations,
greater than global counterparts, believe
that they have the investment capacity
required to advance their core services
and invest in new technologies. They are
supportive of transformation and value
innovation.
All that is needed is the innovation
discipline and to forge a path forward.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Recognize the extent of transformation necessary to lead
among other governments—and the role innovation plays in
getting there, including reconceiving outcomes.
Get the basics right—invest in and develop adequate
technology infrastructure (e.g. cloud migration) so that new
technology adoption can be easily obtained and scaled.
Foster ecosystem partnerships to drive innovation. (e.g.
R&D in collaboration with partners, crowdsourcing ideas
externally, and piloting new services with users).
Redefine operating models and the approach to governing
innovation in a way that is both efficient and fosters a
balance between old and new.
Take action to continue the momentum around citizen trust
and government transparency which are foundational to
developing enhanced citizen services.
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TELL ME
MORE

Achieving More, Delivering Better with Innovation
When the only constant is change, adopting an agile mindset and
culture of innovation creates new opportunities to transform the public
sector. Innovating where industry and technology intersect, we bring a
wealth of expertise to resolve the biggest challenges facing public
sector organizations today. With fresh thinking, insights, and
experience, we enable you to turn new ideas into reality.
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